
Sunday 5th January 2020. 

Epiphany   Matthew 2: 1-12  / Isaiah 60: 1-6   

Prayer: Holy Spirit we pray that you would touch my lips, open our hearts and transform our lives.  

Amen 

Have you ever been asked the question – what inspires you to get out of bed each day?  It could 

be your job, your family or something you enjoy doing.   

But here’s a bigger question – what would inspire and actually activate you to give up everything 

that was familiar to you to go on a long journey, to unknown territory across threatening terrain, in 

search of possibly a baby who you know very little about and was born for another nation?   

For those wise men – the Magi – what motivated them was a star – but it still surprises me that 

such wise men were prepared to give up so much and follow a star.  We assume they had years 

of experience looking up, observing, analysing the stars, finding meaning in them – but now it 

changes from being a hobby to a total obsession.   

They must have been so convinced of their interpretation that they were prepared to leave their 

livelihoods, their families and face the unknown.  They didn’t know for how long – although they 

had an inkling that this baby would be the King of the Jews so that set their direction – but it 

certainly was far more than a day’s or week’s journey.   

And why be interested in the King of the Jews – not their king and the Jews weren’t particularly a 

well-known and liked race.  

What had they seen in the star that so convinced them?  Was it so dramatic – beyond anything 

they had ever seen before?  And if it was, surely it would have been seen by thousands of other 

people – so why did everyone else ignore it?  What made them respond?  Were they looking for 

adventure?  Were they so hungry for meaning in life that they would stop at nothing?   

As well as seeing the star did they hear the voice of God – stirring them to action, calling them to 

seek after Him?  

They could have ignored it – just like everyone else in the world did.  It couldn’t have been an easy 

journey and we get the impression that the star wasn’t visible for most of the way.  Was it an 

illusion?  And during those long nights of darkness and danger – were they tempted to give up?   

I’m sure there were plenty of issues along the way; food – what did they eat; water especially over 

desert terrain – would they find enough to survive?  Possible illness.  How well prepared were 

they?  And what about personality clashes along the way?  I don’t think I could have travelled with 

others, going somewhere I didn’t know without having more than the occasional disagreement!  

Did one act as their leader?  Had there been others who had turned back after a day or two? 

But the ones who found the baby were single-minded in their determination.  Nothing was going to 

stop them or distract.   

I wonder how they felt when they arrived in Jerusalem and no body there seemed to have any 

idea of what they were talking about!  Least of all Herod!  Perhaps there were language issues to 

overcome. Perhaps they began to feel disillusioned – had they got it all so wrong?  Why did no 

one share their excitement and enthusiasm? 



Herod knew who would know so he called together all the chief priest and scribes – and they 

responded with Micah’s prophecy that Bethlehem would be place where a ruler would come from. 

And so the wise men set off again.  I’m sure this last 6 miles of their journey would have been so 

emotional – their journey was almost complete.  But they never stopped looking up.  Suddenly 

they saw the star once again; it was as if God was blessing them – and confirming everything to 

them.  Not surprisingly they were overwhelmed with joy.   

Have you ever been overwhelmed when you have experienced God at work?  I know I have – 

when suddenly you receive an answer to a prayer or something happens which confirms God is 

with you?    

It didn’t seem to bother them that this child was found in such a lowly place.  Nothing stopped 

them entering and bowing down to worship a baby in humble surroundings with very normal, 

almost common, poor parents.  They bowed down and worshipped – and opened their treasures.  

They presented him with the best that they had - gold, frankincense and myrrh – which would all 

be so significant for his life.   

I’m impressed and challenged by the determination of the wise men.  They kept going until they 

found what or rather who they were looking for.  Nothing distracted them.  Jesus wasn’t born to be 

their King – they had searched for the King of the Jews – but I believe that in finding him they 

discovered what Isaiah had spoken of – a king for all nations and peoples.  This was the beginning 

of a new dawn when everyone, regardless of race or status, is welcome and invited to come to 

know God personally. 

Matthew recapturing this story was very much a Jew, proud of his heritage  – but even he starts 

his gospel with this amazing news that all are welcome, regardless of race – and it’s often those 

we least expect who are the first to acknowledge Jesus.  It was definitely the case in this story. 

These men were open to God; not just at the start of their search but at the end when advised to 

return a different route they obeyed.  They didn’t let their status or anything else get in the way. 

But what a contrast to the Jews they met on their journey! 

Herod – the puppet king - who desperately tried to hold on to all the power he could.  It was bad 

enough with the Romans having overall authority – but now a baby “born to be king” who some 

men had travelled hundreds of miles to visit?  His insecurity meant that he took this threat very 

seriously!   He quickly found out more; he believed it was more than plausible and acted but not to 

worship, only to protect himself.  He thought he could outwit God – and keep in control!  He was 

overwhelmed with jealousy, hatred and fear and when we let such emotions dominate our lives we 

need to be wary of the consequences; there is rarely a good outcome. 

However the people that sadden me most in this story are all the chief priests and the Scribes.  

They knew where the Messiah would be born; they knew the scriptures and they were the ones 

who taught them to the people!  So why didn’t they act upon them and go to visit the baby?  Fear 

of Herod?  Scared of losing their position?  Threatened by a baby – their Messiah? 

They had the promises of God in their hand, they had even taught others about them and for years 

they had been longing for the coming of the Messiah – but had they really?  Had they reached the 

stage where they no longer believed it?  Had they given up on God ever acting?  Why else would 

you ignore it when you begin to see God’s promises fulfilled?  To know it all but then do nothing 

about it may seem the easiest solution but it’s definitely the most foolish.   



What stopped them?  Fear of moving out of their comfort zone?  Worried about loss of status or 

losing their comfortable lifestyle?  And why didn’t they question or challenge Herod when he acted 

so destructively – they could have saved the lives of many young boys.  Was it apathy, 

indifference?  

In hindsight I should have included in the quotes for the week this one from Albert Einstein - The 

world is a dangerous place, not because of those who do evil, but because of those who look on 

and do nothing.   

How could the Jewish religious leaders be so indifferent to the birth of their long promised 

Messiah?  They had a form of religion but no real heart for God or his people.  But responding to 

God challenges our indifference and apathy and can be costly.  But they were the ones who 

missed out on entering God’s Kingdom!  The first were last….  They had so much going for them – 

but it bypassed them.  It is not enough to know things in our heads – we have to act on them and 

be changed by them.   The last – the Gentile outsiders were first! 

As we contrast, not just the attitude but the actions of the wise men and the scribes, there’s much 

we can learn from them!  As we begin 2020 I wonder what will get us out of bed each morning?  A 

desire to discover more about God regardless of any obstacles in the way?  A passion to do things 

differently? 

There are many challenges ahead in 2020 – for example our interaction with St Pauls and St 

Luke’s; climate change – with more than enough signs and warnings that things need to be done 

differently… I wonder, are we willing and determined to seek and act on what God is saying to us 

– not in our own strength but through trusting him? 

The wise men could have stayed at home – just like everyone else - and ignored what they saw.  

But they didn’t – they chose to move out of their comfort zone …. And by doing so they discovered 

something far greater – God incarnate!  It was Herod and the scribes who missed out on all that 

God was offering them.   

Sometimes the destination or task seems too much – and we wonder if we can make a difference 

- but let’s never forget that a journey of a thousand miles starts with one step.  May God give us 

the courage to take that first step into whatever he is challenging us with today knowing he will go 

with us every step of the way.   



 


